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Free at last! Finally, someone has come along to free you from your keyboard. With Dragon
NaturallySpeaking, the miraculous voice-recognition software in your computer, you can browse
the Web, control your applications, control your desktop, write documents, and more without
ever once laying finger to plastic. But don’t run out and get yourself fitted for that Star Fleet
uniform just yet, cadet. Dragon NaturallySpeaking is the most accurate voice recognition
software on the market, and while it really does deliver on all its claims, it can be very finicky, and
getting top results can be tricky.The complete guide to the care of feeding or your Dragon,
Dragon NaturallySpeaking For Dummies is a must-have companion for voice-recognition
trailblazers who are ready to:Kiss that keyboard goodbye and say hello to hands-free
computingVerbally control your Windows desktop and most applicationsDictate, edit, format and
proofread documents in Word and WordPerfectBrowse the Web and compose and send email
by voiceUse a pocket digital recorder on the runHere’s all you need to fire up your Dragon and
get it dancing to your tune. Your total guide to installing, configuring, fine-tuning and getting the
most out of that amazing voice recognition software, Dragon NaturallySpeaking For Dummies
covers all the bases, including:Installing, configuring, and launching your DragonDictating,
editing, proofreading, and formatting documents in NaturallySpeakingRecording speech onto
the NaturallySpeaking recorder and transcribing recorded speechDictating into other
applicationsControlling your desktop and windows by voiceUsing NaturalWord for Word and
WordPerfectBrowsing the Web, emailing and faxing by voiceManaging databases hands-
freeMaximizing voice recognition accuracyHaving multiple users and vocabulariesAdding
specialized items and verbal shortcuts to Dragon’s vocabularyWith the introduction of Dragon
NaturallySpeaking the old dream of hands-free computing has finally become reality. Now let
Dragon NaturallySpeaking For Dummies show you how to give your Dragon wings and make it
soar.

From the Back CoverDictate to Word, WordPerfect, Outlook, and other popular
applicationsPacked with tips for all NaturallySpeaking editionsWrite and edit anything on your
computer just by speaking! Dragon NaturallySpeaking is the most accurate voice recognition
software available, but getting top results can be tricky. Here's everything you need to kiss that
keyboard goodbye — including advice on dictating, editing, Web browsing, and running your
computer with voice commands. It's your friendly guide to hands-free computing — whether
you're always on the run or you just can't type!Discover how to:Verbally control your Windows
desktop and all applicationsDictate and edit documents and e-mailsMaximize voice recognition
accuracyUse a pocket recorder on the runAdd specialized terms and verbal shortcuts to
Dragon's vocabularyGet smart! www.dummies.com Register to win cool prizes Browse



exclusive articles and excerpts Get a free Dummies Daily e-mail newsletter Chat with authors
and preview other books Talk to us, ask questions, get answersThe Dummies Way Explanations
in plain English "Get in, get out" information Icons and other navigational aids Tear-out cheat
sheet Top ten lists A dash of humor and funAbout the AuthorDavid Kay wrote Microsoft Works
For Dummies and WordPerfect Web Publishing For Dummies.Doug Muder is a math Ph.D.
who's written about Windows 98, the Internet, and 3D graphics technologies.
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Jeff W., “Jeff Review Dragon for Dummies. I have always liked the Dummies series books- they
have a great format, easy to read and a great sense of humor. Even though I bought the 1999
edition of Dragon for Dummies that talks about version 4 (I have Version 11 from 2011), the book
still had many useful tips that still apply to Version 11 of Dragon Naturally Speaking. The book is
extremely useful & helpful.I found out a new Dragon for Dummies book is coming out in June,
2011 that is specifically for Version 11 - I would highly recommend that book based on my earlier
copy of Dragon for Dummies - I'll be buying the new Dragon book when it becomes available.”

Mike Brady, “Its cool but you need to work with it.. It is a great program but you have to be willing
to spend some time with it. At first I found it somewhat frustrating. But after I wile I got the
editing commands down. I still use a keyboard but sometimes I feel like dictating and it fits the
bill.  So overall I would say be aware that you need to put in a little work to make it work.”

Laurel Hoffmann, “Seller has excellent customer service.. The book Dragon Naturally Speaking
is an excellent how-to book. The problem is that the Dragon Naturally Speaking and other word
recognition softwares don't work very well. The book points out the problems with word
recognition with computers. So while I recommend the book, if you save yourself the aggravation
of trying to use word recognition software by not buying the Dragon Naturally Speaking software,
you won't need the book.”

Warren, “Dragon Naturally Speaking for Dummies. This book is by far the best way to learn
Dragon speech recognition. It is a clear, orderly, and humorous, step by step method of learning.
Totally comprehensive. One knows what to expect in any given task, or situation. A must have
book. An indispensable resource/reference source. Easy to understand (filled with photo
examples). 384 pages of great reading. I highly recommend this book.”

SHARRON SHARP, “A must for people who need to write and not type. When I was having
trouble with typing because my fingers had gotten stiff I found Dragon Natural Speaking and this
book made it easy to use and understand using Dragon. I was able to read and understand
what I need to do to change my mistakes and other things.”

hellen rose kempson-naylor, “... as iam not computer literacy so it made it easy. I brought dragon
programme  found this book very helpful as iam not computer literacy  so it made it easy”

The book by John Owen has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 53 people have provided feedback.
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